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Introduction
For many organizations, managing and continually extending storage to meet growing data needs is akin to “feeding
the beast” as storage costs skyrocket and complexity goes through the roof. Fortunately, there are companies
emerging in the IT landscape that are ready to eliminate both the cost and the complexity inherent in many of today’s
IT solutions.
Exablox is one such company. Founded by minds intent on reimagining storage from the ground up, Exablox has
introduced to the world the affordably unique, and award winning, OneBlox/OneSystem combination of hardware and
software. Gartner recently named Exablox a 2014 Cool Vendor for our innovative and disruptive storage solution. The
OneBlox/OneSystem combination provides customers with an eminently simple, exceptionally scalable storage
system that brings to the mid-market and enterprises tired of storage complexity, a cloud managed, scale-out, objectbased storage appliance. The solution is intended to eliminate businesses’ common storage pain points: complicated
installation, cumbersome storage management, lack of data security, storage capacity ceilings, and forklift upgrades.
Exablox’s solution combines the CIFS/SMB accessible OneBlox appliance with OneSystem, a multi-tenant cloud-based
management service.
What is it really that makes the OneBlox/OneSystem combination such a powerful and economical choice? To answer
that question, one must delve a bit into what comprises the overall solution. In this first paper, a higher-level overview
will be introduced, and subsequent parts will delve into much more detail and explore the technical details about
what makes OneBlox unique and able to solve storage problems that have plagued IT administrators for decades.

OneSystem
OneSystem is a multi-tenant cloud-based management service, and it truly is cloud-based. Hosted in the cloud,
OneSystem is the management, reporting, and monitoring platform for all of a customer’s OneBlox systems; the
individual OneBlox on-premises do not require local management capability. By
abstracting management away from the local device and into the cloud, Exablox
eliminates the need to constantly upgrade management tools and ensures that
customers are taking advantage of the latest software capabilities. In addition, it’s
one less administrative system for IT to manage.
With a cloud-based platform, OneSystem provides global proactive monitoring,
reporting, and management of all OneBlox deployed in any location. Securely
accessible via any browser, IT organizations and Service Providers aren’t constrained
by VPN requirements and local management.
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Taking ease of use and simplicity to new levels, Exablox makes it extremely easy to add new drives and OneBlox to an
existing OneBlox Ring, which is a cluster of OneBlox appliances. With zero configuration, as new drives are added, they
appear in OneSystem within minutes and are immediately available for use, all with zero application changes.
When it comes to disaster recovery, complexity is often in great supply. With Exablox, setting up remote replication is a
matter of dragging and dropping multiple OneBlox Rings in OneSystem, entering the IP address, and firewall port if
you are replicating over a WAN connection. That’s it. 4 steps and in less than 5 minutes you have a disaster recovery
infrastructure in place. For those with IT departments that want to focus more on adding business value and less on
managing storage, this is a welcome feature.

OneBlox
OneSystem’s cloud nature and ease of use are interesting, but OneBlox is really where the magic happens with the
Exablox solution. OneBlox is a 2U storage system, each of which holds up to eight individual 3.5” hard drives of any
capacity. In other words, a single OneBlox appliance currently provides up to 48 TB of raw capacity (with 6TB drives).

Simple scalability through Rings
It’s when customers add multiple OneBlox systems to an environment that interesting activities become possible.
Today, Exablox supports adding up to six OneBlox appliances in a cluster, or in what Exablox refers to as a Ring. Adding
OneBlox to the ring increases capacity, availability, and performance all at the same time. As such, a single Ring
provides up to 288TB of raw capacity when every node is outfitted with eight 6 TB drives. As a lower cost solution, this
level of efficient scalability is impressive and as drives grow in size and as Exablox releases future product revisions,
Rings will be able to scale far beyond this current maximum.

Dynamic growth with zero configuration
While OneBlox’s ability to scale to large capacities is impressive, Exablox realizes not every customer requires their
initiative to begin with that level of storage capacity; customers can easily start small and grow as needed without
reconfiguring any application. With a global filesystem that never changes as storage is added, storage can be
provisioned in real time and only as needed. To that end, the OneBlox solution enables the granular addition of
storage using drives of any type or capacity from any manufacturer. All it takes is someone capable of sliding a hard
disk into an available OneBlox slot, and the drives do not require any unique carriers—so no screwdrivers are needed.
Moreover, with Exablox’s Bring Your Own Drive approach, every organization can purchase drives at retail pricing. With
storage hardware accounting for up to 50% of the typical storage solution, according to Gartner, this can reduce
storage costs by 10x compared to other storage vendor solutions.
Because OneBlox eschews the use of RAID and LUNs in its storage paradigm, there is no need to manually
build/rebuild RAID groups and LUNs after adding new disk drives. Instead, Exablox has taken the approach of
replicating information multiple times to protect against two drive failures or two OneBlox failures in a Ring. The
OneBlox architecture is designed to simply slot new storage into the global filesystem where, behind the scenes, the
solution’s software underpinning work to efficiently add the new capacity to the pool and automatically rebalance it
all while maintaining a high degree of data protection.
In addition to expanding OneBlox storage through adding additional drives, OneBlox also enables administrators to
grow their storage through the addition of OneBlox appliances at any time. Adding OneBlox into the existing ring will
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dramatically increase storage capacity as well as providing additional resilience to the ring for data protection. The
choice of adding drives or appliances comes down to your requirements for capacity, performance, and reliability.

Deduplication
When people think of inexpensive storage, enterprise grade features such as inline deduplication and continuous
snapshots typically don’t come into play. However, with OneBlox, these features are a core part of the solution.
Deduplication helps organizations maximize their return on investment for the storage solution by storing only a single
copy of redundant data. In fact, depending on the environment, deduplication can yield incredible storage savings.
OneBlox uses sophisticated hashing algorithms to ensure that only a single copy of the data is stored when it is written
to a OneBlox Ring. This inline deduplication also extends to continuous data protection snapshots as well. This
ensures that OneBlox provides multiple levels of data protection and recovery point objectives while still ensuring the
usable space in the OneBlox ring is maximized for data storage. Because this deduplication happens inline as the data
is being written to the disk, the amount of usable storage is considerably greater than systems that perform
deduplication after the data is written. In addition, the dedicated hardware used to create the hashes used to refer to
objects in OneBlox ensures there is no slowdown as the data is processed prior to being written to disk.

Continuous Data Protection
In fact, data protection is truly built into the OneBlox DNA on a number of levels. First, the solution uses a replication
mechanism that stores data across multiple OneBlox when present in the ring. This
means that you can lose two entire OneBlox, or two drives in a single node, and still
be protected from data loss. If only a single OneBlox node is present in the ring,
local replication will spread the data across multiple drives to protect against data
loss from multiple drive failure. This level of protection is akin to that afforded by
RAID 6, but without the limitation of like drive configurations, overhead, and
inability to easily scale to support ever-growing storage needs. Exablox has also
created a hierarchical data protection mechanism that helps the system makes the
best possible choice about where to place copies of data to achieve the highest
possible level of availability.
Furthermore, at Exablox we’ve designed our object-based file system to protect against common file recovery
requirement. Enabled by default, our continuous data protection captures changes to the file system and enables
simple information recovery. As such, versions of every file can be easily recovered in the event of data corruption,
deletion, or other errors. Moreover, this recovery capability is exposed to users through the familiar Windows Explorer
or Mac Finder interface, thereby empowering users to recover their own files and helping IT remain focused on the
business.
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Remote replication
For disaster recovery needs, Exablox has built into the OneBlox appliance a software layer that elegantly manages
replication across a WAN from a primary data center to a remote site. In fact, due to
that way that the OneBlox software is architected, remote replication is easily,
efficiently, and simplistically achieved without the need for great levels of storage
knowledge. Remote Rings simply become an extension of local Rings with both sides
of the connection tracking which blocks need to be synchronized. Only the
deduplicated information is asynchronously replicated and encrypted between
OneBlox Rings over any distance.

Conclusion
OneBlox and OneSystem offer organizations a refreshing approach to solve some of the most challenging storage
headaches. With storage management capabilities that drive complexity to zero and enterprise features that nearly
every organization desires, yet many aren’t able to afford, Exablox is reimagining storage.
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